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Thus, we might expect that the true value is 0.81
(0.7/0.865). In bath cases we expect that the true MSC is
in about the 0.7 to 0.8 range, but our estimates varied from
0.4 to 0.7 because of misalignment when estimating the MSC,

value.
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and window by the synthesis window prior to overlap-adding. This
simplified interpretation results in a more efficient structure for shorttime synthesis when a synthesis window is desired. In addition, we
show how this structure can be used for andysis/synthesis applications
which require different analysis and synthesis rates, such as time compression or expansion.

In conclusion, we see that even with a large number of FFT
segments, estimates of the magnitude-squared coherence can
be significantly biased downward, giving an erroneous indication of the value of the coherence. When the data are realigned
and processed, estimates of the coherence are informative
descriptors of the extent to which the mean channel can be
modeled by a h e a r timeinvariant filter.
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transform is windowed by the synthesis window in the manner
to be described in this paper, Both methods are completely
general in terms of irnplernentating arbitrary analysis and synthesis windows (filters) and they are mathematically identical
and interchangeable (assuming the analysis and synthesis windows are appropriately defined). The mathematical basis is
similar to that sf Portnoff [ 6 ] and, depending on the specific
synthesis windows defined, the methods of filterhank sum and
overlapadd analyzed by Allen [ 33 and Allen and Rabiner [ 4 ]
result.

x-

M-

X,(sR) =

1

xm(sR) W M
-mk

m=o

where

and where ( ( n ) ) denotes
~
n reduced modulo M . Equations
( I)-( 7 ) define the basic mathematical framework for sharttime analysis.

11. REVIEWO F THE MATHEMATICAL F R A M E W O R K FOR
SHORT-TIME
ANALYSIS/SYNTHESXS

As stated above, the mathematical framework considered
here is similar to that derived by Psrtnoff-only the interpretation of the DFT synthesis procedure is changed. Therefore,
the notation that we will use is similar to Portnoff's, with
small changes for convenience, and we refer t o [ 6 ] for details
of the derivations.

A* Analysis
The discrete short-time Fourier transform of a signal x ( m ) ,
sampled at equispaced frequencies every R samples in time
m is commonly defined in the form

where f(n) defines the synthesis window. The conditions on
the windows (filters) f(n) and h ( n ) , in order to achieve an exact resynthesis, are derived in [ 61 , By defining Gn (SI?') as
the inverse DFT of & ( s ~ '1, is.,
1

w

M-1

(8) becomes

where

M is the number of frequency samples, k is the discrete 'frequency index, h (m)is the analysis window, and s denotes the
time index of the short-time transform at the decimated sampling rate (decimated by the integer factor R ) .
By a change of variables r = m - d?, (1) can be modified to
the form
00

where X & R ) is the short-time transform referenced to a
fixed time origin rn = s = 0 and X k ( s R ) is the short-time transform referenced t o a linearly &&sing (sliding) time reference
m = sR,which corresponds to the origin of the sliding analysis
window. As seen by (3), these two short-time transform are
related by a linear phase component and their magnitudes are
identical. The sharl-time transform Xk (sR> can be expressed
in the DFT farm

and it corresponds to the short-time transform referenced t~
the linearly Increasing (sliding) time frame y1 = sR'. The inverse transform of &(SI? ') can be defined as $,(SI?'),
and
from (1 I ) and the &tion between linear phasg shift in the
D I T frequency domain [used to derive (7)j it can be shown
that

Applying (I1 3) to ( 1 0)gives

ry

M-I

m=Q

where x,
Y

(sR)is the time-aliased signal

I ----

The interpretation of this time-aliased signal will become more
clear in the next section.
Since a linear phase shift in the DFT frequency domain corresponds to a circular or modulo rotation in the time domain,
X&?) can also be defined as the DFT of the circularly TOtated version of zm(sR ), i.e.,

Thus, it is seen that at the time ,reference y1 replaced by n +
soR'the so term in (14) contributes a component f(n)
($OR
')
to the time shifted signal x^(n + soR'). It should be noted that
each term in the sum of ( 14) is itself a sequence in n, with
each term concentrated in a different region of the rz axis.
This form will be useful in the next section t o define the
weighted overlap-add synthesis procedure.
III. WEIGHTED OVERLAY-ADD
IMPLEMENTATION OF
SHORT-TIME ANALYSIS/SYNTHESXS

With the above mathematical framework, we can now illustrate the weighted overlapadd implementation. Tu perform
the analysis we first select the appropriate section of the input
signal and window it by the analysis window. We will assume
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Fig. 2. A weighted overlapadd procedure for short-time Fourier
analysis/syntkesis using linear phase modification in the frequency

domain.

Cb)
Fig. 1. fa) Generation of the short-time signal zm(sR) by windowing
and circulary shifting by M / 2 samples. (b) An equivalent method
based on a phase modification of the DFT.

that the duration of h (m)is less than M where M is the transfrom size (assumed t o be even). We select a block of M samples ( x ( m + SR - M / 2 ) , pn = 8, 1, 2,
M - 1) and window
the block by h (- m), as seen in Fig. I(&, such that h (0)aligns
with the m = M / 2 sample In the block. Assuming that h ( m ) is
a symmetric zero-phase (odd number of taps) FIR window and
that we wish to align the center sample of the window to the
first sample of the transform, the windowed signal can be circularly rotated by M / 2 samples as'seen in Fig. l(a). The resulting signal corresponds to the short-time signal gm(SR)
according to ( 9 , and its DFT corresponds to X&R). Since
a circular shift by M / 2 samples corresponds to ;phase shift of
exp ( - j 2 7 ~ k ( M / 2 ) / M=) (- I)&, an alternate form of this implementation is shown in Fig. l(b).
The upper part of Fig. 2 shows the overall implementation
of the short-time analysis based un (3)-(7) and on the interpretation in Fig. l(b). The input signal is buffered with an M
sample buffer, The contents of the buffer are copied every R
samples and windowed by the analysis window h(-m). This
windowed segment of speech is transformed to give the shorttime Fourier transform in the sliding time reference as described above and in Fig. l . It is then multiplied by the phase
factor (- I)kW&"Rk to convert it tu the fixed time reference.
From IS)-( 14), a similar inverse synthesis structure can be
derived, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 2. The short-time
transform &(SI? ') is first multiplied by W M
sR'k , according to
( 1 1) t o convert it from a fixed time reference to the linearly
e

9

increasing time referenced short-time transform &(sR '). It
is then multiplied by (to account for the circillar rotation
in the time domain by M / 2 samples (Le,, the inverse operation
t o that shown in Fig. 1). The resulting phase-shifted signal is
then inverse transformed and windowed by the synthesis window. These inverse-transformed windowed short-time signals
are then summed into the output buffer in an overlap-add
manner according to (14). At the synthesis (block) time so,
the so term in (14) is summed into the output buffer. The
resulting structure is seen in the lower part of Fig. 2.
The overall structure of Fig. 2 is seen t o be a modification
of the overlap-add structure. Input samples x ( n ) are shifted
into the input buffer in blocks of R samples and samples of
the output signal x^@) are shifted out of the output buffer in
blocks of R' samples, with zero valued samples filling in the
rightmost R' samples of the output buffer. The entire structure is implemented in a block-by-block manner with the
operations between the two buffers being performed uncc per
block.
Note that for generality we have allowed R and R' t o be different. This can be useful in applications such as time expansion or compression where the input and output rates may be
different { 6 ]
If the operation of the phase modification in Fig. 2 is commutable with the short-time spectral modification, then it is
possible to replace the phase modifications (W i S R k and
(WkrR'k with a single phase modification of the form
W a R f - R ) k . Furthermore, if R' = R, the phase modifications
can be eliminated entirely and the spectral modifications can
be made directly on the short-time transform in the sliding
time reference (again art& if the phase modification and spectral modification operations are commutable).
By using the fact that multiplication by a linear phase shift
in the DFT frequency domain corresponds t o a circular ratation in the time domain, the alternate analysis structure of
Fig. 1 (a) results. Similary, an alternate synthesis structure can
be defined in which f & R r ) .is first inverse transformed and
then circularly rotated by ((12 + sR' + M/2))* samples accord-
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v.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a weighted overlap-add implementation of short-time anafysislsynthesis. The advantages
of this scheme are that it is more efficient, in terms of storage,
and easier to program than the method used by Portnoff. It
also clearly illustrates the relationship between the weighted
overlap-add and the filter-bank summation methods of shorttime analysislsynthesis using arbitrary analysis and synthesis
windows. We have alsa attempted to point aut the differences
between the sliding and the fixed time references which are
often confused. in these methods. The basic mathematical
framework is similar to that derived by Portnoff, including effects of short-time modification-only the interpretation of
the structure is different.
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rv.

RELATIONSHIP
TQ THE MODIFIED FILTER-BANK
SUMMATIONMETHOD
An alternative interpretation of short-time analysis/synthesis
is that of the modified filter-bank summation approach shown
in Fig. 3. Since this structure is derived from the same mathematical framework as the weighted overlap-add structure, it is
clear that they are equivalent structures. The values X,(&) in
Fig. 3 are identical to those in Fig. 2. Both structures can implement arbitrary analysis and/or synthesis windows. In the
case where R = R ’= 1 and f ( n )= ~ ( v z(a) unit pulse, 6 ( n ) = 1
for y1 = 0 , and 6(n)= 0 for n # O), it can be seen that the
modified filter-bank summation method becomes identical to
the filter-bank summation approach discussed by Allen and

Abstract-A linear algorithm is given for the generation of cuvariance
sequences for rational digital filters using numerator and denominator
coefficients directly. There is no need to solve a Lyapunov equation o r

Rabiner [ 4 ]
It is also interesting to note that if we take the transpose of
either of the structures of Fig. 2 , or Fig. 3, the structures remain the same; however, the roles o f the analysis and synthesis
windows and R and R‘ are interchanged. This is consistent
with the concepts of transposition of linear time varying systems discussed by Claasen and Mecklenbrauker [ 71.
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